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INTPONOTTON

Thin bibliography provides a list of books both fiction and non-

fiction for use in the junior and senior high schools. Hopefully,

this bibliography will assist in the seleztion and ordering of these

titles as well as an aid to all teachers interested in these particular

subjects.

Each entry is arranged alphabetically by author, and provides

complete bibliographic information giving author, tit104,Tublisher,

copyright, date) page no.) cost of hook, a recommended source and an

annotation. Paperback editions are indicated by "pa." The key to

symbols to recommendations are given on the following page. The

annotations help to point up the weaknesses and strengths in the books

included in this bibliography and will be descriptive enough to give

readers ar opportunity to judge each book on an individual basis.

An attempt was made to provide a well-rounded collection to

support the curriculum and to meet students' recreational and hobby

needs. Each book was evaluated on its own merit according to

accepted book selection criteria and a review media in terms of

literary quality.
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American Heritage. The American Heritage Rook of Indians. American
Heritage, 1961. 424. 10:0 SW.

A book about the American Indian and his history. Organized
mostly by regions, with two chapters on the Incas. Maya and
Aztec and one on the social and economic status of the Indian
since 1890. The origin of the Indians, migrations over the
continents, and strong cultures are highlighted in this book.
The 500 illustrations include reproductions of paintings and
photographs.

American Heritage. Indians of the plains. American Heritage, 1960.
152p. $5.95 .

Here is a history of the plains Indians from prehistoric
dnys to the Sioux uprisings of 1890 and their relations with
white men is combined with an account of the traditional customs
of these active, picturestive folk. Their methods of hunting,
their camp life, warfare and religious ceremonies are well
described, The book is very well illustrated with paintings,
prints, drawings and photographs of this period.

Arnold, Elliott. The spirit of Cochise. Scribner, 1972. 163p.
SH-74 Sup.

This is the story of a young Apache Indian who returns to
the reservation after a tour of duty in Vietnam to find himself
in conflict with his own tribal council and with the Bureau
of Indian Affairs representative. Generations clash, knives
flash, and Arnold tells it all in swiftly-paced plain style.
He is so convincing it does not seem strange when justice triumps
and the tribe accepts the young veteran's proposal for an Indian
owned ane operates food market.

Batty, Elizabeth. Americans before Columbus. Viking, 1951.
272p. :,)s.50 Y.-"-Mt:."---

A dramatic presenteifon of the history of the Indians
of the Americas from the Ice Ake Co the arrival of Christopher
Columbus. The author imparts her own great respect for these
people. The'last chapter 460.8 With'Indian civilization of
the present.

Baldwin, Gordon 1% Games of the American Indian, Vorton, 1969.
150p. *4.25 717:71§i:7--

An enlightening Archeologically-oriented exposition of the
amusements, toys, various games, and stories enjoyed by prehistoric
and present day American Indians, especially those of the Southwest.
The clear, explicit descriptions will enable young readers to
understand how to play some of the games.



Baldwin, Gordon C. How Indians really lived. Putnam, 1967.
231p. $3.64 )11.

Between the chapters on the probable origin of the American
Indian and Eskimo and the American Indian today is a well presented
account of the Indian ways of life during the 16th, 17th and 18th
centuries. The book contains a good glossary of Indian terms,
maps, diagrams and photographs of museum exhibits and 19th
century location shots.

Bedinger, Margery, Indian Silver; Nevado and Pueblo Jewelers. Univ.
of New Mexico, 197). 264p. $15.00 f--Dec. I-, 73.

The history of Southwest tribal silverwork is here documented
with appreciation for the skill and beauty of Indian artistry.
Amplified by numerous black-and white photographs and some
colorplates, the book treats first of Navajo silversmithing from
Spanish conquistadores' introduction of the skill through creation
of various popular pieces until the decline of the art, modern
attempts to revive metalwork are also covered.

Bell, Margaret. The totem casts a shadow. Morrow, 19)9.
222p. $3.93"="--

A love story in Alaska in the 188018. The prejudice of
the whites against the Indians and the desire of the younger
generation for better understanding are brought to a head when
Gregory Monroe marries an Indian girl and his sister finds
that her bethrothed is a fairminded man who can accept an
Indian sister-in-law,

Benchley, Nathaniel. Only earth and sky last forever. Harper, 1972.
204. $4.50 JR-44 Sup.

Dismayed at the poverty and humiliation suffered by his
Indian brothers and wanting to prove himself a warrior to win
Lashuka, the girl he loves, young Dark Elk joins Crazy Horse
in his raids against the white man. But when Lashuka is tragically
killed it the Battle of the Little Big Horn, Dark Elk suddenly
loses his desire to fight for freedom. A poignant book, and a
powerful one, its bleak ending balanced by the tender love story,
its note of dismay by the stirring hopefulness of the battle.
Well researched and written with strength and dignity, an
outstanding historical novel.

Brown, Dee. Ivry my heart at Wounded Knee. Holt, 1970.
487p. $10.95 SH.

To put it quickly and plainly, this is nothing less than
a thirtytyear crime story, a blow-by-blow account of the des-
tructietcbetween 1860 and 1890, of the culture and civiliza-
tion of the Indian of the American West. It opens with the
butchery of the Navahos in the Southwest and closes with the
massacre of the Sioux at Wounded Knee in South Dakota. what
distinguishes Mr. Brown's excellent work is that the Indian's
voice is seldom heard in American history.



Burt, Jesse. Indians of the Southeast) then and now. Abingdon, 1973.
304p. 0.)5 BRD--16ec. 71.

The authors view Indian development in the Southeastern states
with sympathy and relates Indian achievements with pride. Their
well-illustrated book will be of special interest to adolescents.
One chapter is addressed to them. Men and women leaders of the
tribes are described. The activities and even the games of the
established Indian agricultural society come alive. Uprisings,
wars, and the numerous treaties are discussed, as well as present-
-day political, economic, and social problems.

Campbell, Maria. Halfbreed. Saturday Review Press, 1973.
157p. $5.95 11:bec. 15, 73.

In simple, straightforward language a part-Indian girl
tells about growing up in a large family in Canada where in
spits of living a hand-to-mouth existence she shared a very
close family feeling. She not only recalls memorable happy
occasions but also bitter experiences with white children at
school, white residents in the nearby town, and government
indifference and exploitation.

Capps, Benjamin. The white man's road. Ace Books, 1972.
t .95 pa. LAT.

Joe Crowbone tries to discover what it is to be a man in
Indian-white society of the 1870's and 1880's. The book in-
corporates almost every type of Indian character of the time--
from Great Eagle, the white soldier's friend, and Freddy Bull,
who has gone to Carlisle Indian School, to no Wolf, who will
never surrender and yet lives on the reservation and uses the
rations his granddaughter collects from the white man, and Joe's
Comanche mother, who waits for her white husband to return.
Joe is an interesting adolescent boy trying to find who he is
in much the way modern adolescents are, but in a very different
and confusing world.

Cone, Molly. lianber four. Houghton, 1972. 132p. $3.95 J11--73 Sup.
Benjamin was to be the fourth Indian high school graduate

under Mr. Haley's principalship. But Principal Haley disapproved
of Benjamin's farming on Indian Culture Club, friction increased,
and the 'tudent was suspended. Further attempts to make changes
for his ;eople failed and Benjamins problem remained generally
misunderstood and unresolved.

Cooke, David C. Fi htin Indians of America. Dodd, 1966.
2v. in 1. J

A combination of two separately published titles: Fighting
Indians of the West, first published 1954, and Indians in the
warpath, first published 1957. A history of Indian wars which
stresses the roles of famous Indian warriors.



D'Amato, Janet. American Indlnsattlstamtial. Lippincott, 1972.
22hp. $7.95 J11--1h Sup.

This book offers instructions with attractive illustrations,
on how to make jewelry, clothing, accessories, even home furnishings,
by adapting the traditional craft methods of the Indians to modern
materials and tools. Interesting, well-presented ideas with
clear illustrations and instructions.

David, Jay, (ed.). The American Indian the first victim. Morrow, 1972.
192p. $6.95 -- up.

A vivid rendition of the American Indian tragedy through a
collection of contemporary accounts, reminiscences, essays, poetry
and fiction by Indians and some non-Indians from the coming of
the white man to modern times.

Dempsey, Hugh A. Crowfoots Chief of the Blackfeet. Univ. of Oklahoma
Press., 1972. --"Mi5717:937V.:714.

This book tells the story of how one Canadian tribe was
led through years of harassment, starvation, and subjugation by
a wise and farsighted chief. Crowfoot, a Blood Indian who
became chief of the Blackfoot nation, was considered by whites
to be the greatest influence in the maintenance of peace and the
acceptance of a new mode of life. The author draws a sympathetic,
straight forward sketch of Crowfootis life and leadership.

Dockatader, Frederick J. Indian art in Americai the arts and crafts
of the North American fndian. Srd. ed: Graphic, 966.
MI:77-1/r5rgr

This illustrated study covers the development of Indian
arts from Alaska to Florida and include^ some work of the Eskimos.
The illustrative photographs are grouped to show work before the
white man came and after, and a short note accompanies each of
the illustrations to explain origin, use, or development in
style or technique of the sculpture, painting, textile, woodwork,
or other type of work shown,

Dorian, Edith M. American Indian then and now. McGraw, 2957.
$3.50 BBJH.

An interesting factual discussion of Indian tribes by
geographic regions presenting the unique characteristics and
contributions of each. Modern Indian problems are presented
in last chapter.



Eastman, Charles Alexander. -Indian Boyhood. Dover, 1971. $2.00 pa LAI.
The author whose Innan name Trahiyesa, tells about growing

up as an Indian in the last part of the nineteenth century when,
he feels, Indians were really free to live as they wanted. Tells
of their customs, their religion, legends and sacrifices, especially
their early training and values. His father, who had become a
Christian, urged him to go to school so that he could survive in
the white man's world. This biography gives a fine picture of
Sioux Indian life.

Ellis, Mel. The wild runners. Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1970.
VA.95 tlf.

In this modern story set in northern Wisconsin the main
characters are an American Indian half-breed boy, North Main,
and a Coyote mother, whom he finds in the woods. The coy-dog
and the boy are both hunted by Joel Manning, a warden, for
reasons which do not become clear until the end.

Erdoes, Richard. The sun dance pegplei the Plains Indians, their ptst
and resent. thopf, 1912. $4.95 4111--13

fn this book the Plain Indians are looked at both as historical
figures and modern people. The author tells of the days when the
Indian lived in a tepee0.hunted buffalo, counted coups, and
battled with the U.S. cavalry. He also tells of today's Indian,
living on a reservation in a tarpaper shack, trying to farm
infertile land, having his children taken away to government
boarding schools, and battling with the U.S. Bureau of Indian
affairs. A comprehensive and thoughtful survey of the Plains
Indians also includes much additional material on other America
Indians and their cultures, and on the relationships between
white men and Indians.

Feder, Norman. American Indian Art. Abrams, 1971. 445p.
$35.00 IH:7.171W07---------

The Author has written an accompanying text to pictures of
an exhibit that is clear describing the origins of Indian art,
tribal styles, materials, techniques, and historic development
including future prospects. 'Visually the book is a treasure-
gallery divided into sections featuring reproductions of the
art of the Indians of the Southwest, the Plains, the Pacific
Northwerc the Arctic Coast, etc. 302 illustrations in all,
includin,;160 hand-tipped full color plates that are outstanding.



Fed4q-, rormar. Two hundred years of North American Indian Art.
Praeger, 197771WWW.:713Ef17---

Presents little known masterpieces of the historic period
up to about 1900 of sculpture and painting from every 6thnographic
area, ranging in size from delicately carved pipes and combs
to the huge houseposts of the Delaware tribe. The text explores
subjects such as the Indian as artist and craftsman, the function
and basis of Indian art, and its materials and techniques.

Freedman, Bendict. Mrs. Mike. Coward-McCann, 1947. 312p. $5.95 JH.
From a circumscrifid home life in Boston, sixteen-year-old

Katherine Wallon seeks the benefit of the dry climate of
Alberta and falls in love with Sergeant Mike of the Canadian
Mounted Police and settles in a new home close to the Avetio
Circle. Adjustment to rigorous life on this frontier and its
hardships is the background for a story that shows the enriching
and maturing effect of marriage on Kathie. The interdependence
of neighbors times of need and tragedy characterizes this
popular story.

Goodwin Grenville. Western Aache raidin and warfare. Univ. of
Arizona Press, . . .. s t4 B D

This book contains verbattm accounts covering a 30-year
period from the early 1850's by six Apache men and women who
talk about the fighting with the Navajos, Chiricahua, Apaches,
Mexicans, and the U.S. army. The second part of the book consists
of comments by the author's informants on various aspects of
material culture that pertain to warfare.

Grant, Bruce. American Indians yesterdarand today. Rev. ed. Dutton,
1960. 352p. KO5 Jff.

An encyclopedia of the American Indian. This book is an
alphabetic! listing of Indian life. Totems, scalps, blankets,
blowguns, buffaloes, and personalities, Indian and otherwise
are described.

1ridley, Marion E. Contempora American Indian Leaders. Dodd, 1972.
201p. t14.95 J1-- up.

These stories of twenty-six Indian leaders of current times
present the modern Indian in terms of achievement, pointing
up the many outstanding contributions of American Indian leaders
today. Included are such leaders as Louis R. Bruce, Commissioner
of Indian Affairs; George Blue Spruce, dentist; Leon Cook,
National Congress of American Indians and Ned Hatathi, Navajo
Community. College.



Ouricg Miriom. Indian Americas the Black Hawk war. Crowell, 1970.
223p.

Using the history of Indian chief Black Hawk and his struggle
against encroaching American Settlers to typsify the treatment
the Indians suffered from the frontiersmen over a long period,'
Gurko describes the Black Hawk War as a brief ill-fated foray by
a bard of dispossed Indians into land which had been theirs.
Proceeding from the background of the Colonial period, this
history told from the Indian point of view focuses on the early
1800's, ten summarizes major events in Indian Affairs through
the 194501s.

Hofsinde, Pobert. Indian icture writing. Morrow, 1959. $2.50 BBJH.
Clear tex an 7317tures eRi5lain Indian picture writing,

Also included are sample letters to be translated and the Cre
alphabet. Popular with boys, particularly Scout groups.

Heuman, William. Famous American Indians. Dodd, 1972. 128p.
t4.95 JH--73 Sup.

By describing the lives of nine North American Indians, the
author presents an account of the white man's gradual encroach-
ment, and the ultimate usurpation of Indian homelands, beginning
with King Philip in New England to Osceola in Florida) through
the Midwest of Pontiac, across to the Great Plains of Sitting
Bull and the mountains of Chief Joseph.

Howard, Olive Otis. My life and eeriences among our hostile'Indiank.
De Capo, 1972. 570p. $15.00

xp

ght",..-Oct., 73.

This is an account of the life and military career of a
high-ranking officer in the U.S. Army in the post-Civil War years
who made a reputation as the Christian general. In 1872 Howard
left his post as head of the Freedmen's Bureau to act as a special
emissary to the Chiricahua Apaches. Subsequently he commanded
the Department of the Columbia during the Nez.Pearce and BannocX
wars.

Hoyt, Olga. American Indians today. Abelard-Schuman, 1972.
190p. 15.5 Sup.

A survey of the American Indian today including the Navajos,
Hopis, Pueblos, Apaches etc. It discusses such aspects of Indian
life as education, food, language, civil rights, housing,
employment, ard arts and crafts. A well-researched survey of
the various Indian tribes in the United States today. The
political atd economic problems of the Indians occupy most of
the book.



Jacobs, Wilbur R. Dis ossessin the American Indian Indians and whites
on the colonia ron el'. or ner, :is 2.

A ocalectIon of essays dealing with some of the major themes
and episodes in Indian-white contracts in early America. These
essays explode some of the myths about the colonial frontier as
they document the exploitation of the. Indian by the white man..
Diecussing the fur trade, treaties, gift-giving, the French and
Indian War, and Pontiac's rebellion, the book also analyzes the
noble savage theme and draws a comparison of the experiences
and fate of the North American Indian, the Australian Aborigine,
and the New Guinean native. There are basically sound discussions
of some themes fundamental to the clash between the two cultures.

Jacobson, Daniel. Great Indian tribes. Hammond, 1970. 93p.
$4.50 JH--724.

A varied group of 25 tribes extending from the Maya and
Arawak to the Chippewayan and Eskimo is described in 2 to 4
pages each, including attractive illustrations and many
informative maps. Emphasis is on contact and recent history
with almost no systematic ethnographic detail.

Jordon, Jan. Give me the wind. Prentice-Hall, 1973. $6.95 LAI.
A biographical novel of John Ross, chief of the Cherokees

Son of a white father and a Cherokee mother, he transformed a
loosely-knit tribe into an organized tribe Xith an efficient
constitutional government, which furnished Andrew Jackson with
troops for the war of 1812. Later, however, Ross found Jackson
unyielding in his determination that the Cherokees move west
to the New Territory. As chief of his tribe, Ross resisted
Jackson's removal policies, leaving only with the last contingent
in 1838. When Civil War broke out Ross and his family remained
loyal to the Union and the Cherokee nations treaty with the
United States.

La Farge, Oliv r. A ictorial histo of the American Indian.
Crown, 1956. p.

A panoramic portrait of the Indians of North America from
the time the first white man landed to the mid 1950's. All the
great events, major developments and notable chiefs and heroes
of Indian history are covered. The wars among the tribes, their
leagues, their fighting and alliances with the British, the
French, the Spanish and the American settlers are recounted.

Leacock, Eleanore B. and Lurie, Nancy 0. (eds.). North American
Indians in historical perspective. Random House, 19/2.
Onp. ,$f4.66 116-42.

These essays are united by a common concern for reintegration
of American Indian cultures, in the light of regional reviews.
The anthology resulted from extended American-Soviet cooperation
and is a prime example of the merging of Diverse methods, view-
points, and styles intoa book which creates a remarkable clear
picture of the Indian. The book should have a wide readership.
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Lennki, Lois. Indian ea tive the sto of Ma Jemison. Lippincott,
1941. 26p.

Story of Mary Jemison, a white child of Scotch-Trish parentage,
captured by the Indians in 1758, and taken from her Pennsylvania
home to a Seneca village in New York State* This story is nased
on records and recounts for young readers her experiences in the
early years of her captivity. The ways of living followed by the
Seneca Indians in the Eighteenth Century have been carefully
studied as background for this book and the drawings are not only
attractive, but exact and authentic.

Levitan, Sar A. & Hetrick, Barbara. Big brother's Indian programs
with reservations. McGraw, 1972: hap.
----IrriranTrpresent a general analysis and critical evaluation
of a wide range of federal Indian programs, including programa in
education, health, human and natural resources and community
structure. This analysis from the center for Manpower Studies of
Georgetown University is the most valuable single book on the
Modern American Indian and what 141ite Men so arrogently call the
plight of the Red Man.

Marriott, Alice. American Indian Mythology. Crowell, 1968.
211p. $7.95_ A

A fasciAating collection of myths, legends and contemporary
folklore which the authors have obtained in most cases directly
from Indians. With each tale there is a brief introduction to
the tribe. Subjects include myths of creation; the world and
the hereafter; how-and-why stories told to children; historic
legends and witchcraft. Among the tribes represented are Cheyenne,
Modoc, Ponca, Hopi, nova, Comanche, and Zuni.

May, Charles Paul. The early Indians; their natural and imaginary
worlds. Nelson, 1971. 1B9p. $4.95 JH-212 Sup.
----The relationship of the American Indian to his surroundings
was a close one--both for practical reasons and because his
spiritual inheritance emphasized the importance of the natural
world. This book explores that dual dependency and points a
vivid picture seventeen pre-Columbian Indian tribes, their legends
and their oneness with the physical world.

MoNickle, D'Arcy. Th came here first: the e is of the American
Indian. Octagon,

The history of American Indians by the co-founder of the
National Congress of American Indians traces the tribes from
their first migrations to Forth America across the Bering land
bridge to their despair as the white man encroached von their
lands. Speculates on the birth of the race deep in Aaia;
includes descriptions of many Indian cultures, their languages
and their ways of life.
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Montgomery, Rutherford. Carcajou. Caxton, Ptrs.) 1936.
263n. .95 J4.

A story of the northern wilderness and of the constant
struggle for livelihood that goes on between wild beasts, Indians,
and white trappers. The villain of the story is Oarcajou, the
killer or wolverine, hated and feared by both animals and men.

moquin, 'rime (ed.). Crest documents in American Indian history.
Praeger, 1973. hl6p. $11.50 a1-44 Sup.

Provides a view of the history of the American Indians by
surveying Indian life and history through the words of Indians
themselves. The first section describes tribal life, and provides
insight into the sweep of Indian thought and activity. The
second'Section is devoted to the long series of confrontations
hetween the Indian and the white man from the early 17th century
to the end of the 19th. The final section covers 1900-1970
and focuses on such issues as the Pan-Indian efforts to achieve
full social and political rights.

Vorbeck, Oscar Book of Indian life crafts. Rev. ed. Assn. Press,
1966. 256p. r6:75717*-

First published in 1958. In text and diagrams, this "how-
to-do-it" book explains how the reader can make Indian food,
pottery, masks, clothing, hunting equipment, and many other
items.

Peake, Katy. The Indian heart or Carrie Hod es. Viking, 1972.
125p. Sup.

Foster was an unlikely friend for a sensitive, serious girl,
but Carrie absorbed all he could toll her of the magical relations
that once existed between the Indians and the animals. Carrie
discovers the Kinship among all lii4ng things, the harmony
between creatures end the land.

Pierre, George. American [Indian CrisiS. Naylor, 1972.
214. $8.95BR-41T17777-

In this explanation of the Indian situation, the chief of
the Colville Confederated Tribes of Washington describes how they
live and hou the present situation developed. Proposed remedies
intended to bring Indians into the mainstream of America life,
and placed the responsibility for improving the situation equally
on the federal government and on the Indians themselves, Pierre
has his people in mind as he writes and he attempts to speak
the truth as he sees it as to the severity of the crisis in
both Canada and the U.S.



Powers, William K. Indians of the Northern Plains. Putnam, 1969.
256p. $4.00

An account of the American Indians from the northern portion
of the region between the Mississippi Riber and the Rocky Mountains.
Ranging from times prior to the arrival of the white man to the
present day, the author shows that the principal tribes of the
areathe Sioux, Crow, and Arapahoe, for examplediffered not
only originally in their language, customs, social-political
structures, and religious beliefs, but in their later adoptability
to a white man dominated environment as wen. The author dl,:tusses
such current problems of the Indians as alcoholism, communication,
and inadequate housing, sanitation, medicine, and transportation.

Reid, William. Out of the silence. Outerbridge & Dienstfrey, 1972.
120p. $7.95 fin--1 ity

This book contains photographs of totem poles made by the
Indians of the North West Pacific Coast. They are shown decaying
in the forests of British Columbia and Alaska. The beauty of
the carvings, the stark realism of the sculpture will lead young
adults to'appreciate the people who made them as well as the
magnificent giants themselves which covered by silence now
return to the forest that gave them birth. Since 'he literature
on totem poles is not vast, collections or Indians and Indian
art should probably consider this.

Roland, Albert. Great Indian chiefs. Crowell-Collier Press, 1966.
152p. $4.95 At.

Presents brief biographies of Hiawatha; Powhatan; Philip
of Pokanoket; Pope; Pontiac; Maquinna; Tecumseh; Sequoyah the
Cherokee; and Sitting Bull. The author brings hitory to life.

Rothenberg, Jeromi (ed.). Shakint the pumpkin; traditional oet
of the Indian North Americas. YOubIeday, 19g. 4751). $8.95
9RDAug., 72.

A collection of poetry, songs, and dramas of the Forth
American and Central American Indians. The poetic value of the
translations is high, especially the veraions of Jerome Rothenberg
and Dennis Tedlock, whose concept of the total translation is
noteworthy.

Salomon, Julian Harris. Book of Indian crafts and Indian lore.
Harper, 1928. /418p.-7575-317--.

A book on Indian handicraft and customs which will he of
great use to club leaders, camp directors and teachers. Explicit
instructions are given for the making of Indian clothing,
wigwams and weapons, and for ceremonies, dances and a pageant.
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Scheele, William E. The Mound Builders. World Pub., 1960.
60p. $3.50

An account of the prehistoric Hopewell Indians, a tribe of
Mound Builders living in the Ohio Valley who built earth mounds
as burial chambers. This book describes the building of the
mounds, and gives information about the life of these farmes
and tradert that can be told from remaining artifacts.

Schoor, Oen°. The Jim Thor e Oto . Messner, 1951, 186p. $3.50 al.
Jim T orpe, w o was par radian, was a star at track, baseball

and football. Suhoor recounts the story of Jim Thorpe, his rise
to athletic gloi" told' sudden descent after it was discovered that
he had played summer league baseball for a small num of money
and this was not eligible for all the Olympic trophies he won,
and his reemergence into the limelight.

Shorria, Earl. The death of the great spirit; an elegy for the
American In an. Mon Sc us er 1971. 7253p. t6.457 SH--73 Sup.

The main -theme of the book is that the old-time, true,
authentic Indian cultures are all dead and therefore, contemporary
Indian nativism is meaningless. Sherrie seeks to shock, outrage,
and assault those in America, past'and present, who have plundered
the minds and the bodies of the first Americans. Shortie coverage
of contemporary Indian leadership demonstrates excellence in
word portraiture as well as commitment to their thoughts and
their actions.

Silverberg, Robert. Home of the red man) Indian North America before
Columbus. N.Y. Graphic, ) % %). 152p. $4.95 JH.

Mod book about the Indians of North America. It is not
new material, but well-organized written in sprightly and competent
style, and written with a nice balance between objectivity and
sympathy. This story of America before Columbus includes theories
of imigration, a view of the diversity of cultures.

Spears, Elizabeth George. Calico captive. Houghton, 1957.
274p. $3.50 JH. -

During the French & Indian wars Miriam Willard had just
enjoyed her first dance when she was captured by Indians. She
endured great hardships before she reached Montreal, where she
was befriended by a wealthy family. A splendid story based on
the actual diary of Susanna Johnson.

steuber, William. Oo aw Thunder. Wisconsin House, 1972. $6.95 LAI.
A novel off' the enom n Indians before the white man came,

when they lived without the wheel, iron, money, or a system of
Writing. Two Bears has just begun his married life with Kimewan
and is joyously awaiting the birth of Little Son when his tribes
asks him to go on a long journey with Low Red Moon to a gathering
of many tribes. The experiences and dangers the two men survive
prepare them to deal with the serious trouble they find their
tribe in when they return. The novel pictures the Menomini as an
extremely superstitious tribe, especially frightened of the thunders.



Storm, Hyemeyohsts. Seven Arrows. aarper, 1972. 371p. $9.95
sH....7b Sup.

The author is Cheyenne and the book is his interpretation of
the religious beliefs and ethos related to the tradition of the
sun Dance, presented in traditional stories with detailed ex-
planations of their symbolism. The explanatory tales and the
ethical-religious philosphy are interwoven with the lives of a
series of people who suffer unfathomable onslaught of the whites
and the disintegration of the traditions and ceremonies which
bound them together. A novel which presents the inside view.

Terrell, John Upton. American Indian Almanac. World Pub., 1971.
1,9410: $12.50

The author embarks on a comprehensive survey of prehistoric
Indians in ten geographic areas, showing how each discovery has
pushed the clock backwards in our knowledge of American Indian
prehistory, migrations and culture. Terrells scientific data
and his reconstructions of the tribes of each region, their
languages,. social structures and material cultures are ciesrly
described for laymen.

Tunis, Edwin. Indians. World Pub., 1959. 157p. $6.95 BBHS.
A beautiful and useful book. Comprehensive recording,

lively writing style and profuse) accurate illustrationS
combine to serve as a reference source as well as aL immensely
readable history of the Indian groups of the United States.
The organization of material is indicated by some of the divisions
in the table of contents; the Buffalo hunters, the Desert Towns-
men, the Southern Farmers. Within these divisions) the author
disCusses such aspects of Indian life as dwellings, crafts, food,
clothing, communication) weapons, social customs; the areas of
culture discussed differ among the divisions.

Vogel, Virgil J. This country was ours: A documentary history of the
American Indian. Harper & gaw, 1M. 506p.

documentary

BBD - -72.
---NtreTTremely useful collection of original source materials
from 1492 to 1972 deserves a place on the reference shelf of
any library serving yvung adults. One of the best available
introductions to the entire sweep of white-Indian history. The
author attempts to reorient the thinking of modern readers about
the American Indian's history. He organizes his book into
periods of American history beginning with the pre-Columbian
Mayas and Aztecs. He brings fresh material to his vast compilation
of treates, Indian eyewitness accounts, passages from journals,
speeches, memoirs, etc.
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Washburn., Wileomb E. Red man's land/white man's law a stud of the
wit ar.d present sta us o e er can n _!n/ cr
70p. $M5 811--71-111P

This is not a survey of Indian law. Rather, it studies
Vle failures of the Anglo-Saxon legal system to bring justice
to the Indians through inadequate enforcemert or its own internal
contradictions. Because it teaches about our race problem in
general as well as about the Indians, this hook should find
wide circulation.

Wax, Murray L. Indian Americans unit and diversit Prentice-Hall,
t- 1971. 2 p. .

This book reveals how the identity of being em Indian has
emerged out of the relationship between the native peoples of
the Americas and the white invaders from the time of Cortez,
While emphasizing the contemporary American Indian, the author
bases his analysis of the topic on an ecological, historical,
and conceptual understructure.

Whiteford, Andrew Hanter. North American Indian Arts. Golden Press,
1970. 160p. $4.95 11:-7E

A comprehensive guide. In the brief introduction there is
a map indicating 11 culture areas extending throughout the U. S
and Cared* as well as a list of 138 tribes in these areas. The
boy of the text presents much historical information and descrip-
tions of thf techniques of the craftsmen from the various tribes.
Small scale color illustrations are drawn from museum artifacts
and depict pottery, baskets, textiles f inskwork woodwork, stone-
work, metalwork and featherwork.

Williams, Jeanne. Trails of tears; American Indian driven from their
lands. Putnam, 1972. 19Ip. $3.06 JR-43 Sup.

In separate chapters the author gives brief histories of
the Comanche, Cheyenne, Apache, Navajo, and Cherokee Indians,
tracing the long history of injustices suffered by each tribe
and describing how each was forcibly dispossessed of its homeland.
Throughout she makes it readily apparent that despite the efforts
of a few white men of good intent the general policy of white--
Indian agents, military commanders, settlers--toward Indians
has been one of duplicity based on greed.

Wise, Jennings C. The red man in the new world drama' a politics-
legal study with a pageantry of fi-eTican -ratan history.
revisea, Macmillan, 19/1. 4114). 0.05 1E1=-1) sup.

Wise viewed the American Indian as a victim in a world
drama of religious conflict, and a pawn of politids. In many
areas, presidential attitudes toward the Indian, the documenta-
tion of broken treaties, Indian history in more recent time,
Asa was a sound champion of the Indian.



Wissler. Clark. Indians of the United States: four
their historrEranUe. fEtnalir7191-6775SarW"
WM-

An interpretive account of the Indians of
from their first known records to the present.
in prehistoric America; Great Indian Families;
general.

16

centuries of
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the United States
Contents: Indians
Indian life in

Woodward, Orace Steele. Pochantas. University of Oklahoma Press, 1970.
$6.95 LAI.

The Powhaten Indian princess who for about ten years early
in the seventeenth century perhaps saved the Jamestown Colony
from starvation and massacre, lived only a short twenty.two
years. Of the first twelve years of her life little is known
during the important last decade she brought gifts of food,
warned the colonists about Indian plots, and united her people
wl.th the English by her conversion to Christianity and her
marriage to John Rolfe.
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Acuna, Rodolfo. Occu ied America the Chicano's stru le for liberation.
Harper & Row, 9 p_

This book is a °leer alternative to traditional explanations
of Chicano history offered by historians. The author believes
that the experience of Chicanos in the United States pro/11161s
that of other Third World peoples who have suffered under the
colonialism of technologically superior nations. The thesis
of this monograph is that Chicanos in the United States are
colonized pecple. The conquest of the Mexicans) the occupai;:,11
Of their land) and the continual oppression they have faced
documents this thesis.

Adorn°, T. W., et al. The Authoritarian personality. .Harper& Row,
1950. 990p, MA.

The book deals with the phenomenon of social discrimination)
and attempts to determine what distinctive personality traits
characterize the prejudiced individual, and what kinds of social
psychological fa,Itors, have contributed tb the emergence of the
type labelled authoritarian man. The authors suggest as one
of their major findings that individuals MAO are extremely
succeptible to fascist propaganda have in cannon numerous
characteristics which go together to form a kind of usyndrome."

Alford, Harold J. The roud less the heritaPe and culture of
8 anish-s eaking entor,

. .

The history of Spanish speaking peoples in the United States,
from he first Spanish settlements in Florida and the Southwest
to the emergence after World War II of organized resistance to
oppression. Discusses the Mexican cultures of California and
New Mexico, the immigrations of the 20th century, and the in-
dividual lives of more than 50 prominent Americans of Mexican,
Spanish, and Puerto Rican descent.

Alurista. Nationchild Plumaroja. LaCausa 193p. t1.75 pa. LaC.
This is Alurista's second hook of flower and song and it

covers the period of national Chicano liberation struggle from
1969 to 1972. There is no doubt in the minds and hearts of
Chicanos throughout Aztlan who have been active during this
period that Aluristas works which he rightly says are the works
of the integration of thought and action which can only occur
when the author's words and actions are inseparable.
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Barrio, Raymond. The plum plum pickers. Ventura Press, 1969.
201p.

This novel vigorously protests the exploitation of Mexican-
American migrant farm workers. The setting is Santa Clara County,
California, and the plot line is composed of a series of vignettes
depicting various representative oharacteret a Mexican American
migrant famil' 'e migrant camp foreman) the grower, and the
young unmarried pickers. The author covers many aspects of
migratory life, including camp conditions, aspirations for
permanency, and problems in the Anglo-dominated schools.

Bishop, Curtis. least Break. Lippincott, 1967. 185p, $3.39 JH.
Nobody was more s'urprised than Sam when the coach appointed

him the 10th member of the varsity squad at Riverside High. Sam
realized that this was all due to his new friend, a Mexican boy,
with whom he worked well on the co :"t. When his friend auddemly
had to go back to Mexico it seemed that the team's chances for
the championship were probably ruined.

Bonham, Frank. Viva Chicano. Dutton, 1970. 179p. $4.50 al--71 Sup.
This story wh ch explores the fear-ridden underworld of the

juvenile delinquent in a California slum neighborhood, tells of
a young Mexican American who breaks parole and hides in an abandoned
police station when he is unjustly accused of a crime.

Briggs, Vernon M. Chicanos and rural poverty. Johns Hopkins Univ.
Press, 1973. 81p. (16.106 BAD--Deo. 73.

Briggs depicts the plight of rural Chicanos in five South-
western states. Many Mexicans who immigrated to the U. S. came
from an agricultural background. Long years of hard field work
have not improved their socio- economic conditions. They have
been caught in an industry characterized by meager wages, lack
of workmen's protection) and the mobility which excludes farm
workers from many social benefits.

Burma, John H. ed. Mexican-Americans in the U. S. Harper & Row, 1970.
/487p. $8.95

The problems of Mexican-Americans today, striving to achieve
social and economic justice in an often apathetic society, are
dramatized in 36 vigorous essays, journal articles, and reports.
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Bustamante, Charles J. and Patricia. The Mexican-American and the
United States, LAR 6Cp. t1.50 pa. SM.

A brar; easy to read paperback history of the Mexican-
American, Discusses in simple terms what is a Chicano and the
problems faced by the second largest minority group in the U.
S. Artistically illustrated presenting the past and current
problems of the Mexican-American. Includes the areas of labor,
World War II, Justice and the courts, poverty, O. I. Forum,
Community Services Organization, Delano and MAPA.

castillo, Pedro and Albert Camarillo (eds.). Furia Y Muerte: Los
Randidos Chicanos. LaCauss, 171p, $3715FE71767-'-

Chicano res ).stance to Anglo society does not begin in the
urban barrios or grape fields of the 1960's, or in the agricultural
trade'union mo-ements of the 1930'a, it begins with the emergence
of the Mexican bandits during the latter part of the nineteenth

century. Drandid by society as bandidos, these individuals
emerged as consequence of the Mexican-American war of 1848 and
the subsequent colonization of today's Southwest by the United
States. The editors reexamine the historical role of five
Mexican bandits and provide an insightful perspeotive on the
figures as a contribution to the writing and development of
Chicano history.

Castro, Tony. Chicano Power the emer ence of MexicanAmerica.
Saturday Re ex am,

Chicano power tells the whole story of America's second
largest disadvantaged minority group, the Mexicati-AmeriOans,
whose residence in the Southwest long Predates the Angles!.
The book chronicles the long years of discrimination, but its
main thrust is the Chicano protest movement of the past ten
years. The author brings his own Mexican-American heritage
into play, along with his years of reporting for the Dallas
News, to limn the personalities and the controversies that the
Movement has brOught forth.

Cheyney, Arnold B. (ed.). The Ripe harvest; educating:migrant children.
Univ. of Miami Press, 1172. N-60. $10.06 tRD--72.

A good collection of highly readable articles about education
of migrant children to be published so far. Practical information
based on personal experience and/or sound research is given by
well-qualified authors. Teachers and prospective teachers,
administrators, and community members need to read this book.
Thn chapter on deprivation and stimulation and the chapter
dealing with national goals for migrant education have serious
implications for the teaching profession and school systems.
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Cox, William R. Third and Goal. Dodd, Mead, 1971. 192p. $4.50
DMB.

Rafall Cortez wanted terribly to join the Bombers football
team. Several obstacles blocked his way. The cortex family were
Mexican Americans and there was still quite a bit of racial
prejudice against Chicanos. Then Mama opposed having her son
hurt playing football, as his brother had been. It took Mama's
aching back, plus the tolerance of the Cortez family, and Rafels
willingness to serve only as an occasional substitute to prove
that he was a true Anglo and a good football player.

Cox, William R. Trouble at second base, Dodd, Mead, 1966. 181p.
$4.0 DMB.

As always in stories by this,author, the game is of prime
importance. In addition to genuine baseball action, we have
interest and depth added by a valiant Mexican and a Japanese
boy who play on the Studio City High team, in spite of the
ignorant opposition of a for. A great friendly Saint Bernard
and a very independent school cat provide fun and added appeal.

Dobrin, Arnold. The new life-La Vida Nueva: The Mexican Americans
today. Dodd,7637711)71.117F7-14-756-15ffit'

Focusing on present-day Chicanos, or Mexican Americans,
Arnold Dobrin offers a look at their community and the feelings
prevalent today. A major part of the book consists of interviews
of, among others, a social worker, a priest, an'artist, a teacher--
and readers will learn how many Mexican Americans feel about
prejudice, education, political action. It is a book that
will open a path for understanding between Anglos and Mexican
Americans- -the first step toward solving existing problems.

Forbes, Jack.D. Aztecas Del Norte: the Chicanos of Aztlan. Fawcett,1973. .336p797151-15g7'
The history of the native peoples of the American Southwest,

told through their own documents, songs, poetry, and letters,
and through the observations of sympathetic observers. Covers
the period from the 16th century to the present, with emphasis
upon the Moxican-American in the 20th century Anglo culture.

Galarza, Ernesto. Barrio Boy. Univ. of Notre Dame Press, 1972.
275p. $7.95 BRD--Oct., 72-4,

The author tells what he remembers from his childhood days
starting in the small Mexican village of Jalcocoten not far
from Tepic, where he was born, and ending when as a teenager
he is about to enter high school'in his adopted hometown of
Sacramento. He recounts the way of life of the poor in Mexico
and his experiences during the Mexican Revolution of 1910 that
led to his being brought to America.
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Oalarza, Ernesto. Mexican Americans in the Southwest. McNally-Loftin,
136p. $2.50 177, SSS.

An informative study of the evolution of the Mexican-American
community in Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico and
Texas since 1900. The authors describe the survival of the
cultural heritage of the Mexican American, despite radical
changes in his relationships with surrounding society. Covers
the economic, cultural and educational status of Mexican
American community in depth.

Oalarza, Ernesto. S iders in the house and workers in the field.
Unit, of Notre ame ress. p. pa.

A detailed description of the twenty year effort of the
National Agricultural Workers Union to organize farm labor,
and the intrigues which have frustrated it. Deals with the
pre-Chavez period 1947-1968, suggesting that efforts to unionize
California farm workers have been frustrated by a combination
of big business and Congressional opposition. Describes union
efforts, Congressional reports and continuing lawsuits over this
period.

Gamic., Manuel (ed.). The life sto of the Mexican LMMi ant. Dover,
1931. 288p. $ pa.

Autobiographical accounts of immigrants during the 19201s,
showing why the Mexican left his country, how he adjusted to the
American economy, and his encounters with discrimination.
Describes the rise of unionism among the Mexicans, the emergence
of intellectuals, and the assimilation of the Mexicans into
the American Southwest between World War I and the Depression.
Unabridged from the original 1931 work with a 1971 introduction.

Gomez, David F. Somos Chicanos stran ere in our own land. Beacon,
Beacon, 1973. . p, an.; p o

A Chicano activist who has been a Catholic priest, using
specific events and persons as examples, writes of his people
and their difficulties in the U. S. where they have met dis-
crimination, injustiCel. and intolerance. After a short auto-
biography and a brief history of Mexican Americans he describes
with great feeling the poverty of the barrios, the poor edu-
cational system, the lack of equality before the law, and
what he considers to be the hypocrisy of the Catholic Church
is not wIpporting the Chicano movement, and discusses the
various militant groups which are working to improve conditions.
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Gomez, Rudolph (ed.). The changing Mexican-American. Pruett Press.
312p. $4.95 SSS.

A representative collection of articles offering a broad
perspective on the Chicano experience in the United States.
Nineteen readings on a variety of topics such as economic,
educational, and social problems of the Chicano; La Reza and
political activity; Chicano literature and scholarship; current
Chicano leadership.

Gonzales, Rudolf°. I am Joaquin. Bantam, 1972. 122p. $1,25
SSS.

A bilingual poem on the Mexican American's struggle for
justice and search for historical and cultural identity. Written
in both Spanish and English, this poetic history of the Chicano
includes photographs and paintings illustrating the poem's
historical allusions, plus a brief chronology of Mexican
American history.

Orebler, Leo; Moore, Joan W.; and Guzman, Ralph C. The Mexican.:.
American people. Macmillan, 1970. $14.95 Mi0.

Based on more than four years of research, this volume
represents the most comprehensive study to date of the
position in the urbon areas of the nation's second largest
minority, the Mexican-American.,

Griffith, Beatrice. American Me. Houghton Mifflin Co., 19h8.
309p. MA.

Griffith combines stories written by Chicano youth with her
own sociological analysis in a description of urbon Mexican
American life. This presentation moves from behavior which
Anglo society considers "problematic" ("the Smoke") through
the cultural bases of life-style ("the Fire") to a concluding
section on goals and aspirations ("the Phoenix"). The semi-
fictional narratives "tell it like it was."

Heller, Celia S. Mexican American ouths for otters outh at the
crossroads. an om ouse, p.

rh {s study concludes that there are ambitious and mobility
oriented Mexican American youths who share ideals of getting
ahead, although often on a reduced scale, with their Anglo
peers. However, the Chicanos have greater handicaps in
reaching their goals. The author argues that prejudice and
lack of relevant education hold back Chicanos, but she also
stresses that traditional Mexican American culture hampers
successful achievement.
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Heller, Celia A. New converts to the American dream? College &
Univ. Dress, 13717181$77,770-1ff=177-

The book explores the educational and occupational aspira-
tions and the means of their realization of young Mexican Ameri-
cans in comparison with those of the majority Anglo-American
youths. The aosumptions and methods of the study are clearly
stated and the work constitutes an addition to the literature.

Hernandez, Luis F. A for otten Americans a resource unit for teachers
on the Mexican- mar oan, -'e ems on eaque, p
757-7177W

Surveys the historical-sociological badkground of the
Mexican-American community; offers special guidelines for teach-
ing the Mexican-American; and lists a bibliography of recom-
mended readings.

Howard, John H. (ed.). Awakening mitoritiees American Indians,
Mexican Americans PilertoItaat. aine-W, 1970.

II 0 %

This volume consists of material originally presented in
Trans-action since its inception in 1963. The articles chosen
discuss "American Indiana, Mexican Americans, and Puerto Ricans.
This is one book in a series that will go beyond high-lighting
social problems and forward to asking the right questioni,
providing answers, and to establishing guidelines for social
solutions based on the social, sciences.

Holland, Ruth. The for otten minorit America's tenant farmers
and mi rant wor era. rove o er 'rear,, 6

An account of America's tenant farmers and migrant workers,
second-Class citizens in a democracy. The development of
American farming and how it touched the lives of farm workers
is well told.

London, Joan, 222192autat Crowell, 1972. 208p. 16.95
BRD--72.

A social history of the farm labor movement in California
from the early 19201e to the present. The plight of the Mexican-
American farm laborers is emphasized, and their leader, Cesar
Chavez, receives one of the fairest analyses. Other prominent
figures who have become involved in the farm workers' struggle
are featured, including John Steinbeok, Martin Luther Kihg, Jr.,
and Bobby Kennedy.
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Ludwig, Ed,and James Santibanez (eds.). Mexican American voices: the
Chicanos. Penguin, 1971. 286p. 717567;
-----S7nthology of essays, fictional short stories and poems
or. Chicano life today. Designed to replace the myths and
stereotypes which surround the Mexican American. Includes
reminiscences of childhood, accounts of Chicano workers.

Matthiessen, Peter. Sal Si Riedes: Cesar Chavez and the new American
Revolution. DelM513npa.

Story of one of the greatest agricultural labor strikes
in history, the California grape strike. Seen as more of a
crusade than a strike, with repercussions being felt throughout
the civil rights movement. It is also the story of its
charismatic leader, Cesar Chavez and of the doctrine of non-
violence.

McWilliams, Carey. North from Mexico. Greenwood. 324p. $2.95 pa.
SSS.

The classic history of the Mexican-American peoples starting
with the days of Spanish explorers, through the era of present
day economic, agricultural, labor and industrial activity in the
Southwest. In the introduction of this edition, Mr. McWilliams
outlines the recent developments in the Mexican-American community
including their role in politics, the grape-pickers strike and
gains made in education and employment.

Meier, Matt S. The Chicanos) a history of Mexican Americans. Hill &
Wang, 1972. 364. $6.95 SH-43 Sup.

This book describes the cultural, economic, and political
impact of the Mexican Americans in the Southwestern part of the
United States. It discusses the Spanish, Mexican, and Indian
backgrounds of the Chicanos. The book describes the early
settlement of the Southwest beginning about 1590, and the
evolution of its unique culture and economy up to the present.

Moore, Joan W. Mexican Americans. Prentice-Hall, 1970. 172p.
$5.95 SH.

This book considers the history and current status of the
Mexican-American population of the U. S. Southwest, the first
third is devoted to a brief survey of the history of Mexican
Americans in the Southwest, following a profile of employment,
education, and income, the roles of the educational, religious,
and law enforcement institutions are considered. Separate
chapters are concerned with the family, and community,
language and culture, and finally politics.
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Moore, Fruman. The slaves rent. Random House, 1965. 171p, MA.
The author presQ11773-Moription and analysis of farm

labor conditions throughout the United States. The study includes
historical material on origins of the migrant streams and develop-
oent of transitory labor practices. Moore's discussion of
various attempts to alleviate unsatisfactory conditions in
fields and labor camps covers the activities of all major or-
ganizations and of local efforts.

Moquin, Wayne (ed.). A documents histo of the Mexican Americans.
Praeger, 1971. p.

This collection provides excellent insights into the history
of the Mexican Americans. The selections are all pertinent to
the theme of the development of the Mexican-American heritage.
The last section of readings is of particular value, as it pro-
vides a wealth of information for understanding the directions
that the La Reza movement has been taking in the last few years.

Morin, Paul. Amon the valiant. Borden, 1966, 290p. MA.
The book is a collection of accounts about Mexican American

military heroes. Most of the narrations deal with infantrymen
in'World War II, and an account of the author's own war experience
is also included. The author suggests that the men in the war
developed growing aspirations toward full social status and
race pride.

Nevins, Albert J. Away to Mexico. Dodd, Mead, 1966. 96p.
$3.95 DMB.

A concise, yet comprehensive, introduction to the country
on the other side of the Rio Grande from the United States.
The autho.r writes from his own observations during many visits
to Mexico in an anecdotal and friendly style.

Newlon, Clarke. Famous Mexican-Americans, Dodd, 1972. 187p.
13.95

This book meets a need to present the background and con-
tributions of one of America's notable minority groups. These
brief, biographical sketches are written in an informal style
that is punctuated only occasionally by bonalities. The
biographees are all twentieth-century people.

Norquest, Carrol. Rio Grande wetbacks Mexican migrant workers.
Univ. of New Mex co, . p. . .. up.

Stories about the wetback laborers, mostly set in the
1930's atd 1910's, describing their families, hopes and
heartbreaks.
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Nova, Julian. Mexican Americans A brief look at their history.
A.D.L. Op. 15 pa. SS6.

Traces the origin and past history of Mexican American,
examines the distortions and stereo-typing that still surround
them, and looks hopefully to the future. Includes a bibliography,
illustrations, and a profile of contemporary Mexican Americans
who have made significant contributions to American life.

Ortego, Philip D. (ed.). We are Chicanost an antholo of Mexican-
American literature. oc e oo s, es. pa. SS.

Collection of over fifty readings representing modern Chicano
expression. Groups of selections each with an introduction by
the editor, are arranged into such topics as backgrounds, folk-
lore, attitudes toward Anglo society, the Chicano movement,
poetry, drama and fiction. Illustrated with photographs.

Pinchot, Jane. The Mexicans in America. Lerner, 1973. 99p.
614).

This book starts with the life of the Mexicans living in
the American Southwest before Statehood, ten continue on to the
United States acquisition of their land, and their contributions
to American life. Mexican-Americans make up the second largest
minority group in the United States. They have often been
discriminated against and isolated from other Americana. Over
the years) they have joined together to defend their rights and
to improve the quality of their lives.

Pitt, Leonard. The decline of the Celifornioss a social history of
of the S ear. sh s ea n: a orn ans .- sfe. Jay. of

orn a. p. . pa.
Story of the circumstances that caused the native-born

Californians to lose numerical superiority, land, political
influence, and cultural dominance in early California.

Pole, James T. Midshipman nowt ht. Dock, Mead, 1969. 272p.
Vt.50 D R.

'dinner of the Edith Busby Award,. Jason Plowright attended
Annapolis during its first year, and then went on to high
adventure at sea and on land in the Mexican Var. Extensive
research formed the background of this prize-winning novel.

Prago, Albert. Strangers in their own land: a history of Mexican-
Americans. !our Winds, 1974. 22dp. 5.95 RE.
--P-resents the turbulent history of Mexican-Americans from
the Spanish invasion of the New World to the present. Describes
the hardships, discrimination, and exploitation the Chicanos
have endured.
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Quirarte, Jacinto, Mexican American Artists. Univ. of Texas Press,
1973. 149p. $12.50 RRr--)tprIf

From Colonial mission nrt to the work of 20th-centry Mexican
muralists, Quirarte ably traces the historical, geographical,
and sociological aspects of this art in relation to its native
and colonial heritage in what is now the U. S. He then presents
the art and thoughts of living Mexican-American artists, who
differ widely in style, manner, accomplishments, and ethnio
consciousness. The question this book asks is, "Is there a
distinctive Mexican-American Art?" The answer is an indecive
but very accurate, "Sort of."

Rendon, Armando. A Chicano Manifesto. Macmillan, 1471. 337P. $7.95
RRN-Mar, 73.

A vital, timely book that describes a revolution in the
making--the growing cultural and political awareness in the
Chicano community. Invaluable to Mexican-American and non-
Mexican-American alike for an understanding of the aspirations
of the Chicano. This is a history of the Chicano from Indian
beginnings in Mexico, through the Spanish conquest and the
Mexican-American wars, to the new militancy commencing with the
1965 Delano grape pickers strike and including the recent slaying
of Ruben Salazar.

Rivera, Feliciano. A Mexican-American source book. ECA 196p.
t,5.95 pa. SSS.

A guideline to the history of the Mexican-American people
in the United States. Contains an autline study guide on the
Mexican- Americans, a selected bibliography, 32 pages of reproduc -.

tions of original paintings, lithographs, photographs and drawings,
Also, a special section of 37 full page portraits of outstanding
Mexican-Americans with captions in both English and Spanish.
Includes a copy of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and a
critical commentary on the Treaty.

Rose, Arnold M. and Caroline B. Rose (eds.). Minority problems.
Harper & Row, 1965. MA.

This book is a collection of essays dealing with problems
facing minority groups today. The origin and nature of minority
problems in the United States and in other parts of 'vile :toad
are explored. Among the topics discussed are: the range of
various types of discrimination against minority groups; the
response of minority groups to discrimination, specifically in
regard to problems of identity and adjustments; some explanations
of the causes of prejudice, and a consideration of various
techniques which might be used to change and improve the situation.
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Salinas, Luis Omar and Fadermar, Lillian (eds.). From the Barrio:
A Chicano Anthlogy. Harper & Row, 1973. 154p. $2.95 pa. HR.

A contemporary anthology of short stories, poetry, drama,
and essays divided into two parts: literature which makes a
personal statement and social protest.

Samora, Julian. Los Majadoss the wetback story, Univ. of Votre Dame
Press, 1972. '0151), $6.95r

A survey of the conditions surrounding the illegal alien
from Mexico, popularity known as the "wetback." This is a fairly
comprehensive account. The chapter recounting the personal
experiences of one alien is of particular interest. The statis-
tical data succeed in making clear the scale and sources of
these migrations from Mexico. Samora questions the economic
value in illezally crossing the border. The pay is low and
chores are exorbitent,

Servin, Manuel P. An awakened minorit the Mexican-American.
Macmillan, 197 . . pa. .

A balanced presentation of both conservative and radical
viewpoints contains 22 essays on the historical and contemporary
development of Chicano-Americans. Organized on a historical
basis, but emphasizes recent events and personalities.

Shotwell, Louisa H. The harvesters--the story of the migrant_people.
Doubleday, 1961. 213p. RA.

Several aspects of the national migrant farm labor problems
are covered in this book, which attempts to clarify many of the
complex issues involved. Short journalistic case histories of
individual migrant families. alternate with historical accounts
and discussion of the contemporary migrant labor situation. The
author briefly traces the evolving role of immigration.from the
1860's, the farm labor union movement, and the nature of migrant
health, education, housing and transportation problems.

Simmen, Edward (ed.). The Chicanos from caricature to self- ortrait.
LaGausa Pub. 318p. pa.

A collection of short stories about Mexican Americans which
traces the evolution of the Chicano image in literature from
the sentimental stereotypes of the mid-19th century to modern
and realistic portrayals. Includes selections by Anglo writers
Ray Bradbury, Jack London, William Saroyan, and John Steinbeck,
and new Chicano authors Philip D. Ortego, Nick C. Vacs and
Genaro Gonzales.
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Simon, Edward (ed.). Pain and promise: the Chicano today. LaCausat
1972. 3h8p. $1.25 pa. taC.

Written,from both Mexican-American and Anglo points of view,
this collection of 32 essays deals with four basic questions: who
is this discontented American, seen as another "threat" to Anglo
society? ?shat has the Chicano done to bring himself to national
attention? 1,:hy has the Chicano moved from apathy to often violent
action? How does the Chicano intend to right that in society
which he finds wrong?

Smith, Charles William. Thin man of Haddam. Grossman, 197h. 327p.
$7.95 B--April 1, /h.

Raphael Mendez, a Mexican American educated by a ranch owner,
is given the job of foremsn on the ranch. Mendez is not sure
where his loyalties lie; he dreams of establishing a co-op ranch
for Mexicans and yet is niggardly about helping his unemployed
cousin and his large family, has reasons to detest vhite men
but depends upon them. This novel illuminates the plight of the
Chicano.

Steiner, Stan. La Raze' the Mexican Americans. Harper, 1970.
Harper, 1970. 1415P. M95 5H.

Making use of numerous interviews in this account of an
exploited minority group in the United States, the author
describes the continuing struggle of Cesar Chavez and his striking
California grape pickers. Tijerina's fiery leadership of his
people in New Mexico, the Denver Chicano movement led by boxer-
poet playwright Rodolfa Corky Oonzalas, and many others. Here
too are descriptions of the traumatic experience of the 150,000
traceros who cross the border annually to work as field laborers.

Stevens, Larry. Mexican-Americans in California. RIM hop.
75O pa. SS.

Briefly describes the contribubions of Mexicans to the
development of California and their struggles for equality and
justice. Describes early California, 20th century migrations
from Mexico, discrimination against Mexicans, farm labor
organizations and disputes, the growth of the Mexican-American
middle class and modern Chicano programs.

Summers, James L. You can't make it by bus. Westminster Press, 1969.
17hp. $3.95

A search for identity by a popular young Mexican-American
high school boy in Los Angeles culminates in a seo)ool strike
for recognition of the Mexican-American heritage.



Tuck, Ruth Di Not with the fist: Mexican Americans in a Southwest
Harcourt, 19b6.

The author feels that the majority group attitudes derive
from the demands of surviving in a frontier society. an
idealized version of this Old West heritage was proudly main-
tained in the small community of "Descanso," producing intoler-
ance of anyone (in this case Mexican-Americans) perceived as
"weak" in the constant life struggle.

Vasquez, Richard. Chicano. DoOleday, 1970. 376p. MA.
This nova traces the story of a family named.Sandoval

through four generations, from its roots in a village in northern
Mexico during the revolution of 1910 to the present-day barrio
in East Los Angeles. In tracing the family from generation to
generation, the author describes the poverty and exploitation
of the people in northern Mexico, the life of the rural poor
trying to establish roots in California, and of some of the
Mexican Americans living in East Loa Angeles and the problems
they face--problems of poverty, education, acculturation, re-
lations, to the dominant Anglo society, and the crisis of
cultural identity.

Valdez, Juts and Stan Steiner. Aztlant an antholo of Mexican-
American literature. Vintage, I pa. SSS.
-----AFOrgarOrof over 100 poems, dramas, and historical and
political writing° covering three centuries of the Mexican and
Chicano experience. Discussing the origins of Mexico, the
migrations, barrio life and La Causal the anthology includes
writings from Cortes through Santa Ana to current Chicano
leaders and students.

Weber, David J. (ed.). Foreigners in their native land: historical
roots of the Mexican Americans. Univ. of New Mexico, 073.

A collection of documents providing an historical perspective
to the present dilemma of Mexican Americans. Selections from
the period of Spanish settlement, American infiltration, and
final American conquest document the development of the
Mexican American stereotype which the 20th century Chicanos now face.

woods, Sister Frances Jerome. Cultural Values of American ethnic
grou se Harper Ft Brothers, 1 56. 4A.

e hypothesis upon which this book is based is that a
knowledge of cultural values and an appreciation of their
significance kA) those who hold them is often essential for
the effective practice of such professions as social work,
educational counseling, psychiatry, etc., as they involve
contact with members of ethnic groups. In order to show the
extensive and pervasive influences of variations in the culture
patterns of ethnic groups, the author has drawn upon examples
from case records, personal documents, records of interviews,
and from secondary sources.



NEGROES...CIVIL RIGHTS

Adams, A. John. Civil ri hts a current uide to the eo.le,
orPanizationssL even s a news re erence oo Tar in

e, 1971. dip. .

This guide includes descriptive paragraphs on individuals
And organisations involved in civil rights, listed alphabetically,
with cross references. Two hundred sixty-seven people and
organizations are presented in this volume.

Alverez, Joseph A. From reconstruction to revolution: the Blacks'
struggle for eque y. A eneum s., p 1..0
BM5-41.

This hook traces the black man's struggle for equality in
America. The revolution is portrayed from the nonviolence of
Martin Luther King, the sit-ins and the freedom rides of CORE
and the SNCC to the militance of Malcolm X and the impact of
black power, black studies and the Black Panthers.

Belfrage, Sally. Freedom summer. Viking, 1965. 2h6p. MOO SR.
An account of a young writers summer in Greenwood, Mississippi

working on the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committees Mississippi
Summer Project. This book has a freshness and a reality that can
come only from such a firsthand account. What she says about
callousness and cruelty in arrests and jailing is sharp and biting
but it says nothing different from all the other reports. Only
the personal experience give it force.

Bennett, Lerone. What manner of man a bio ra h of Martin Luther
Kink, Jr. 2n e rev se an arged. Johnson,
alp. $4.95 SR.

Written in a spritely fashion by an editor of Ebony and
also a friend of Dr. King. The author recalls Martin Luter
King's childhood, education, accomplishments as a Baptist
minister,, his leadership in the Negro Civil Rights movement,
arch his winning the 1964 Nobel Peace Prize.

Berry, Mary Frances. Black resistance, white law; a hisly of
It-Iconstitutional racism America. Appleton, 1971. 2 p.

$6.95 AD-42.
It to the book's thesis that the ruling white majority,

through selective application of state and Federal laws,
contrived from the nation's earliest days to bar blacks from the
mainstream of American legal, political, social, and economic
life. The author contends that slavery was much more than a
moral aberration. Berry demonstrates that the constitution and
the nation's laws have been used against blacks to suppress
them. The book is well researched and documented and argues
for stronger government action in the area of civil rights.
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Bishop, James A. The days of Martin Luther Kam, Jr. Putnam, 1971.
341p.. $8.95 §$.41 up.

Bishop provides a popular but noninterpretive biography of
Martin Luther King, Jr., that also profiles the black movement
by tracing King's role in it. The book begins with King's
last demonstration and his assination, and then goes back to
unfold the black leader's life with intermittent paragraphs
developing the story of Earl Ray, King's murderer.

Blackburn, Sara, Comp. White justice l black experience todayip
America's courtrooms. qarper,I.W. 110p. f7.96 flt5 "71.

Through excerpts from the testimony of six trials involving
black persons, all of which concern members of the Black Panther
Party, Blackburn illustrates graphically her thesis; that the
U. S. judicial system as presently cbnstituted is clearly dis-
criminatory toward black defendants.

Blair, Lewis H. Southern ro heo it the roe erit of the South deendent
upon the eleva on o e 'egro. e) pa.

Originally published 1n Virginia in 1889 and written by a

prominent Southern businessman who fought on the Confederate
side. This book presents strong and realistic arguments for
civil rights. He calls on the North to rid itself of hypocrisy.

1

Bond, Julian. A time to seak a time to act the movement in olitics.
Simon & Schus er, P. .1

The young black Seorgia politician outlines a political
strategy for minority empowerment in the 19701s. His program
is one of black political salidarity coupled with white issue-
.oriented groups.

Brisbone, Robert Hughes. The black van and ori ina of the Ne
sod.al revolution, l9

A comprehensive'reyiew of events and personalities that
helped shape the progress of Negroes in the United States from
reconstruction until the present. The account covers the defeat
of the Post-Civil vor black legislatures, the formation of the.
National Association for the Advancement of colored people
and the urban League and related political developments both
within the states and across the nation.

Cable, George W. The Negro question. Doubleday, 1958. 950 pa. NAP,

Addressed primarily to his fellow citizens in the South,
the author points out the moral justice of civil rights for the
Negro. These are poignant selections from the late nineteenth
century writings of the man who Aigaed himself "A Southern
unite man."
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Chambers, Bradford (ed.). Chronicles of Ve ro rotest' a background
book for young people ocument np t e h story o ac...22wer.
l'arenls MagazTne Press, 196f. 3 gyp. th.5b 84:

Forty-two documents relating to black protest appear in
this book. They range in content from early Colonial documents
on slavery through the turbulent nineteenth century down to
the Riot Commission Report of 1968. Some of the documents are
given in full, the more important ones, and some in shortened
form thnt does.not dilute or distort their significance.

Davis, John P. (ed.). The American Eegro reference book. Prentice-
Hall, 1966. 969p. $19.95 SH.

Covers every aspect of Negro life and also serves as a
source book of names, dates, data and all vital currents of
Negro history, culture, political and economic life. The book
has 25 chapters, each of which can be read as a separate unit
covering a specific topic. Includes a list of honors won by
Negrotis and of the All-American team references. There are
many interesting articles on civil rights throughout this book.

Douglas, William O. An almanac of liberty. Doubleday, 1954. 009p.
155.95 SH.

Justice Douglas chronicle of civil liberties has an entry
for each day in the year, beginning with the 11th of July. In
the year beginning from 1215, the magna charts down to mid 1954,
which marks the unanimous decision of the Supreme Court out-
lawing schOol segregation.. Selections include sermons, documents,
speeches, decisions, and ideas illustrating various methods of
preserving the freedom and democratic principles to which
Americans have committed themselves.

Douglas, William 0. Mr. Lincoln and the Negroesj the long road to
equality. Atheneum:1963. '21111+ $4-.K SIC;

Using Lincoln's philosophy and civil war activities as a
fooul point, Justice Douglas reviews the long struggle for racial
equality in America, Half.of the book is a appendix containing
the main document highlighting the controversey over civil
rights in AMerica, Declaration of Independence, Gettysburg
address, Lincoln's second inagural, emancipation, proclamation,
13th-15th amerdments, several court decisions, and Kennedy's
civil rights message.

Douglass, Frederick. Life and times of Frederick Douglass, Orossett
& Dunlap, 1970. $4.§5

Autobiography of a Negro born in slavery who became a
writer, lecturer, journalist, and an advisor to President
Lircoln.
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Drimmer, Melvin (ed.). Black history: a reappraisal. Doubleday,
1968. $3.95. SM.

An examination of the role of the Negro in American history
from Colonial times to the present, correcting distortions and
misconceptions. Begins with a history of the African kingdoms
and slavery in the U. S. continues through the civil war, the
new deal and the black muslims.

DuBois, William Edward Burghardt. The autobiography of W. E. B.
DuBois; a solilioquy on viewing my lite from the last decade
of its first century. International dubs., 146112 16.0
fig- -69 Sup.

an autobiographical view of DuBois as a scholor, lecturer,
and a leader of the Black Liberation Movement,

DuBois, William E. B. The souls of black folk; essays and sketches.
Fawcett, 1961. $1.00. SH.

A reissue of the Negro classic. This book became the bible
of the militant school of protest, and equal rights, movement as
apposed to the movement of conciliations represented by Booker
T. Washington.

Eaton, Clement. The growth of Southern civilization. Harper, 1963.
A2.45 pa 141)*

Picture of life in the Old South; vivid description of Negro
resistance during slavery -- important today in terms of the civil
right movement.

Ebony. The Negro handbook. compiled by the editors of Ebony,
Johnson, 1966. 5151). 112.50 SH.

Statistics, tables, and general information about Negroes in
the United States. Partial contents: population, vital statistics,
civil rights, crime, education, libraries, the economy, the
armed forces, sports, creative arts, biographical dictionary.

Evers, Mrs. Hedger, and William Peters. For us, the living. Doubleday,
1967. 378p. $6.95. SH.

The widow of the slain civil rights leader tells the story
of the life and work of her husband,

Fairbairn, Ann. Five smooth stones, Crown, 1966. 756p. $6.95. H8.
A story at race conflict, The authortollcra a Negro hero,

David Champlin, from hie birth in New Orleans in 1933 to his
death by a snipers bullet thirty years later, after he'has
become something of a national figure for his part in riots
leading out of civil rights demonstrations in Carnal). southern
town.
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Feiffer, Jules. Feiffer on civil rights. Anti-Defamation League,

1966. $1.061 pa. 1RAP.

An anthology of cartoons on civil rights by one of America's
finest satirists and social critics.

Fleishman, Stanley, and Osemein, S. New civil ri hts act: what it
means to you. Parliament, 1964. pa.

This layman's guide was prepared by two members of the
Bar of the U. S. Supreme Court to enable citizens to understand
and become thoroughly familiar with the Civil Rights Act of
196h.

Ford, Jesse Hill. The liberation of Lord Byron Jones. Little, 1965.

364p. $5.95 Ne.
A narrative of racial crisis. A Negro seeking vengeance,

another Negro suing for divorce, a white southerner turning
into a reformer, and his lawyer uncle resisting change. This
is a violent novel, grim at times, and frightening.

Forman, James. The makin of black revolutionaries a ersonal
account. Macro an, .;c0. :11

,?combining telling autobiography profiles of black leaders
admired by Forman, executive secretary of the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee, 1961-1969, and his testimony to black
painplrustration, and repression in the U. S.

Freedman, Leon.(ed.). The civil ri hts reader basic documents of

the civil rights movemen e se e . a er,

$6.*5
First published in 1967. The triumphs and defeats of the

Negro American's struggle for liberty and equality are captured
in this collection of speeches, articles, and various documents.

Gayle, Addison. The black situation. Horizon Press, 1970. 221p.

$5.95 FIRD--7041
This collection of 19 essays covers a range of topics from

personal experiences to investigations of black literature
and cultural nationalism. Essay topics vary widely.

Golden, Harry. Mr. Kenned and the lie roes. Fawcett (Crest Books),
1964. 604 pa.

A review of the late President's interest in and aid to
the Negro's struggle for civil equality. America's most pressing
problem- -Civil Rights--gets interesting treatment. Although
author Golden stresses the Kennedy administration's efforts
in Civil Righti, the book does take a wider look.
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Goldman, Peter. Civil rights; the challenge of the fourteenth
amendment. Coward-Dann, 1/65. 1Mp., $3.95 SH.

PaAial contents: marching to Washington; the schools;
separate isn't equal; the students; sit-ins and freedom rides;
victory and violence the summer of 1964 and after. The authors
attitude is sympathetic rather than militant, with no intention
of shooing the Southern viewpoint the words and music of "We
shall overcome' are given.

Gregory, Dick, Ni er an autobio,ra h By Dick Gregory with
Robert Lipsyte. on, p. $4.95 S8

Frank, brave, sad, and often hilarious, this autobiography
of a Negro athlete,, comedian, and civil rights worker depicts
a man's fight to aohieve first class American citizenship.

Gregory, Dick. The shadow that scare me. Doubleday, 1961. 213p.

Some humorous yet very serious lay sermons about the
black-white situation in America and some of the things that
have to be done.

Uaas, Pen. Look awe look awa Simon & Schuster, 1961i. 509p.
$5.95

Gary Bradham is white, Houston Whitley is Negro. As young-
sters the boys had been deeply httached but now, returning to
the South from World War II, nary is dedicated to the preservation
of'a society that offers him power and an assured career in
law and politics.

Haas, Ben. Troubled summer. Hobbs, 1966. 192p. $14.00 NHC.
When a group of civil rights workers come to help organize

a rights drive, Clay cannot accept the white leader of the group.
This gives a good picture of how a small community is organized
into nonviolent movement and of the nonviolent courage needed
to stand up to violence without retaliating.

Handlin, Oscar. Fire-bell in the ni ht the crisis in civil rights.
Little, 1964.

In this analysis of the development of our present racial
attitudes, the author discusses the threat to national unity
posed by the racism of both white supremiets and black maims.
He indicates the necessity of providing equality of opportunity
for the Negro in education, employment and urban life in the
same terms that we have granted it to many other radial
minorities.
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Hansborryl Lorraine. The movements a documentary of the struggle for
eqplity. Simon & Schauer, Z64. $1;1 pa. ?Id'.

A pictorial documentary of the civil rights movement. The
text and the more than 160 photographs provide a comprehensive
and dramatic portrait of the most important revolution of our day.

Harris, Janet and Hobson, 'Julius W. Black pride' a peoples struggle.
McGraw -Hill, 1969. 160p. $4.95 BC.

for the concerned reader, black or white, a brisk, timely
history of the black man's search for identity and his role in
American life.

Hoexter, Corinne K. Black Crusader: Frederick Dou lass. Rand McNally,
1970. 224p.

A biography of the nineteenth-century Negro who became a
prominent abolitionist, lecturer, and social activist after
breaking his bonds of slavery.

Hughes, Langston. Fight for freedom: story of the NAACP. Norton,
1962. 500 pa. tAP.

The exciting story of the organization and the men who led
the battles for civil rights. The author examines the record
and accomplishments of the Association and its leaders over the
past century. Special attention is paid to the NAACP's legal
victories.

Isaacs, Harold R. The new world of he ro Americans
the center forInterns
o ec no ogy 'ay,

A study of the impact of world affairs on Negro Americans,
on their feelings about themselves and on their position in the
U. S. The author sums up recent changes in the position of the
Negro.

one a u. es 'aasac use
a stud from

s ns to

Johnston, Johanna. To
one nation. Do IP

ether in America the sto of two races and

P.
Although far from comprehensive, this is an adequate history

of the Negro people in the United States from the days of the
slave trade to the passage of the civil rights law.

King, Martin Luther. Stride toward freedom
Harper, 1958.

Dr. King tells of his coming to Montgomery, the situation
he found there, intimations of violence, the explosive incident
and its aftermath, the philosophy on which the program of non-
violence is based, and the significance of the experience to
the world at large.

the Mont ornery sto
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cusses violence and nonviolence,
and the need for spiritual and

King, Martin Luther,
Harper, 1967. 2 p.

A civil right leader die
black power, racism, poverty,
moral awakening.

4U

Where do we

King, Martin Luther. nuesanit wait. Harper, 1964. 178p.
$3,50 SIN

The author first reviews the background of the 1963 civil
rights demands, He then describes the strategy of the Birmingham
campaign and outlines what can be expected in future action.
Dr. King includes his letter from a Birmingham jail which tells
precisely why the Negro demands his rights now, why he himself
urges a national war upon poverty and ignorance, and'why he
seen non-violence as a weapon not only for winning civil and
human rights but also for winning world peace.

Lacy, Leslie A. Cheer the lonesome traveler! the life of W. E. B.
DuBois. Dial, 1976. 1U3p.
--This biography of the famous Black scholar, writer, civil
rights leader, and spokesman for Africa and persons of African
decent, attempts to show the relevance of his beliefs and teach-
ings to the present-day Black movement. It runs from DuBois
birth in New England in 1868 to his death in Ohani in 1963.

Latham, Frank Brown. The rise end fall of Jim Crow, 1865-1964; the
Ne roe's lonv strut: e to win 'like eual rotealion of the
awe. a s, p.

In a terse objective account documented with numerous
quotations and illustrated with contemporary prints, cartoons,
and portraits. He underlines the influence of the Supreme
Court decisions of 1883 and 1896 which were not reversed
until the mid-twentieth century and points out that the lone
disenter in both decisions was a former slave owner whose
prophetic opinions have proved true.

Lewis, Anthony, and the New York Times. Portrait of a decade.
Random (Bantam), 1964. 950 pa.

Traces the civil rights movement during the ten years
following the 1954 Supreme Court decision. Included the back-
ground for the decision, the reaction of the South, the experiences
in Alabama and Mississippi and the two cities of New Orleans
and Atlanta, and the role of the federal government,

Lincoln, E. Eric.(ed.). Martin Luther King, Jr. t a profile.
Hill & Wang) 1970. 232p. g.g SA,

Selection from three biographies and such diverse periodicals
as Reader's Digest and New Politics follow E. Eric Lincoln's
inti7OlaircriTaVrief biography. These thirteen essays examine,
from several viewpoints, his philosophy of non-violence, his
changing role in the Negro revolution, and his opposition to
the war in 7ietnam.
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Lincoln, F. Eric (ed.). 'the Negro pilgrimage in America) a short
stillurated histo Random, 1969. $3.97 la.
Legro Americana from their African origins through slavery,

emancipation, reconstruction, and todays struggle for civil rights
and economic opportunity.

Lomax, Louis E. The Negro revolt. Harper, 1962. 271p. $4.50 SH.
Mr. Lomaxfs book is a first-rate guide to the differences

between the Urban League, the NAACP', CORE, SNICK, SCLC and the
Black Muslims. His own sympathies lie with the advocates of
direct action, but he does justice to the older leaders, edu-
cators and organizations now being brushed aside by a race that
is on the move at last. His book is full of interesting points.
One of the virtues of Mr. Lomaxts book is that he does not deny
that subjection has made many Negroes apathetic, immoral and
prone to crime and that he recognizes that they must become much
more responsible.

Lord, Walter. The past that would not, die. Harper, 1965. 275p,
$4.95 SR.

The story of the civil riot that erupted when Negro James P.
Meredith enrolled in the University of Mississippi in 1962.
The author has interviewed leading state personalities from
Governor Ross Barnett to the late Hedger Evers and haslone
into the past to discover how this situation developed, how the
Negro saw his position and how 1,Jashington dealt with the crisis.

McClellan, Grant S. (ed.). Civil rights. (The Reference Shelf
v. 36, No. 6) Wilson, 1)4. M. $3.00 SH.

This compilation of articles, speeches, and excerpts from
books surveys the Negroes demands for advances in recognition
of their civil rights in American society. It also considers
the recent advances made in the protection of traditional civil
rights, the claims for the extension of rights into new areas,
and the efforts toward achievement of human rights on a global
basis.

Malcolm X. The autobiography of Malcom X. Grove, 1965. 455p.
1;7,50 Sft.

An account of his life and of the Black Muslims completed
shortly before the viblent death of Malcolm Little,: commonly
known as Malcolm X. Malcolm X recalls his early childhood,
introduction to sordid Harlem, years'in prison when he became
a disciple of Elijah Muhammad, the Black Muslims, and his
eventual break with Muhammad.

AVM at. WO.



Malcolm X. B an means necessar s eeches interviews and a letter.
.Pathfinder ass, - , p. . :.,.. e. .

This volume reflects Malcolm's new interest in the under-
developed nations of the Third World and what he believed was
a.Pommon hand between the black people oppressed in America
and the oppressed of Asia and Africa.

Meier, August. Cors4a study in the civil ri hts movement 1942-
1961. Oxfor4 1973. 563p. $15.00 g -- c ., .

The Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) began in 19112 as
a small interracial group) pioneering in nonviolent direct
action, and two decades later had becomsa major force in the
civil rights movemeA. This study traces the rise and decline
of CORE and places it within the context of the Civil Rights
revolution in America.

Meier, August. From plantation to ghetto. Rev. ed., Hill & Wang,
1970. 346p, $6.50 SH

This discussion of Negro ideologies and movements in America
emphasizes the work of such twentieth century Negro leaders as
A. Philp Randolph and Martin Luther King, and such organizations
as the NAACP, CORE and SNCC.

Meltzer, Milton. Tongue of flake the life of L dia Maria Child.
Crowell, 1963.

A stirring biography of A little-known nineteenth-century
fighter for civil rights. This timely biography of an out-
standing woman in the struggle of the earlier period will give
young people an important perspective and better understanding
of today's civil rights movement.

Mooday, Anne. Coming of agelli Mississippi; an autobiography.
Die?, 19687005 1TH.

A young black girl tells of her early life in Mississippi
and of her activities within the civil rights movement.

Myrdal, Gunnar. An American Dileman: the Negro problem and modern
Democracy. WEIFFF7; 1062. #018.

Negro
1/11.

First published in 1944. Scholarly and penetrating, this
massive study of the conflict between American ideals and actual
behavior in regard to tho Negro is still largely relevant to
the racial situation in America todAy.

Owens, Jesse and Neimark, Paul 0. glackthinks my life as black man
and white man. Morrow, 1970. 1115p. $5,95 40..76.
.----filapartially autobiographical account an articulate black
moderate, a former Olympic Champion, expresses his views on
the U. S. race crises. Owens defines "blackthink" as pro-negro,
antiwhite bigotry, olaiming that iZegro mulitancy and revolution
are "black herrings)" or justifications for dropping out that
if a Negro doesnot succeed, it's because he wants to fail; and
that the black man himself is the prime exploiter of the Negro.
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Phillips, Wondell. On civil rights and freedom. Hill & Wang, 1965.
$1.95 pa. NAP.

Before each speech of Phillips, the editor gives the
historical background. The introduction includes an essay on
Phillips and the necessity for radicalism,

Podding, Saunders. The lonesome road; the story of the Negro in
Americ a, Doubleday, 1958. 11.45 gAP.

The American Negro's difficult struggle for freedom and
equality traced through the lives of theirteen outstanding
Negroes,

Bustin, Bayard. Down the line. Quadrangle Bks., 1972. 355p
$10.00 BRD-.11 iy, 72.

This book contains Rustin's essays, written over the past
30 years, expressing his philosophy and program for action.
Bustin's goals include equality, integration, justice, and
full employment, and his strategies encompass nonviolent

.

resistance' voting power, and coalition politics. Readers will
welcome the philosophy of a man long active in the drive for
freedom whether it be among American blacks, the Nisei in
World War II, or Asian and African nations seeking independence.
The book deals only with the struggle of American blacks.

Sterling, Dorothy. Tear down the walls. Doubleday, 1968. 259p,
$6.95 al.

This survey of the development of the Civil Rights movement
reveals the many injustices to which Negroes have beeh subjected.

Sterne, Emma 0. I have a dream. Knopf, 1965. 229p. $3.95 WBT.
A stirring book which tells the story of the Civil Rights

movement today through the biographies of nine people who
have played prominent roles.

Stone, Chuck. Tell it like it is. Trident, 1968. 211p, $4.95 NHC
This is a collection o7 newspaper columns which the author

wrote between 1959 and 1964 fa three Negro newspaperet The
New York Age; The Washington Afro-American; and the Chicago
Daily Defender. Each item in this collection has a caustic
humor piece such as "Colored Snow" and "Why do white people ,

like Negro babies?"

Vivian, C. T. Black ower and the American th, Fortress Press,
1972. 13B77 .9 ug.,

The author states that the racial problem is a moral failure
of our society, the result of an unacknowledged history of
reprossive or unenforced laws, economic Peonage, manipulation
to suppress political rights, segregated and passive churches,
inequalities and indignities. Blacks are human beings who
want nothing more dangerous than to be treated as such.
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Warren, Robert Penn. Who speaks for the Negro? Random House, 1965.
$595

A collection of interviews with such leaders of the Negro
revolution as Martin Luthtr King, Malcolm X, Adam Clayton Powell,
ard others, discussing various topics pertaining to Negroes in
the 11, S. The bock includes background essays on certain aspects
of the Negro character) detailed historical analyses of recent
developments in the Negro-white confrontation.

Wolff, Miles. Lunch at the five and ten, the Greensboro sit-ins: a
contem vary hca___toryr, stein & Day, 1070. 191p. $5.95
B

A young Southern writers reconstruction of the 1960 sit-
in et Woolworth's lunch counter in Greensboro, started by four
Negro students from North Carolina Agricultural and Technical
College whose actions sparked a wave of nonviolent student
protest against segregated public facilities throughout the
South during the decade of the 601s.

Young, Margaret B. Black American leaders. Watts, 1969. 120p.
$3.95 BC..

Designed to acquaint readers with the variety and signifi-
cance of the Negroes' contribution to American social and politi-
cal life. These brief biographical sketches identify and
succinctly summarize the activities of 36 black leaders in
civil rights, international affairs, and state and federal
government.

Young, Whitney M. To be McGraw-Hill, 1964. 254p. $5.00
SH.

The author suggests a program of special effort in employ-
ment, education, housing, health, welfare, and leadership,
proposing alternatives to continuous racial conflict. An arrest-
ing and compassionate view of the problems besetting Negro and ,

white Americars because of discriminatory practices and
segregated living.
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